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Hi There,
Please find our submission to convey the message of ‘Keep Sydney Open’ below:
We are a small recruitment company focusing mainly in Sydney and the lock‐out laws have got more ridiculous and stricter in Sydney we have found we
are struggling to find candidates to fill roles and actually struggle to find people for simple roles to fill. The reason being because people are AVOIDING
Sydney! They are choosing other cities to live in as the Sydney Lock‐Out laws are officially repelling people.
In the past we had 100s of applicants for jobs and so many fantastic candidates to put forward we thought the sky was the limit but ever since the laws
were put in place we have noticed a rapid recline and ultimate the business is suffering because of it.
All companies one way or another are getting affected by these laws and we believe it is time for these to be revisited and ABOLISHED once and for all!!
Thank you!
Kind Regards,

Rebecca Badcock
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